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1. Interaction of a binary mixture with a surface. -A mixture of two fluids which exhibits a critical phase separation point (at the temperature Tc and concentration Pc) is an excellent experimental system for studying second order transitions [1] . It (i) The N-molecules are highly adsorbed onto silica [4] .
(ii) N is highly fluorescent in the red, whereas the H fluorescence is located in the green, with an intensity which is lower by some orders of magnitude; using an interference filter centred at 6 380 A with a bandwidth of 90 A, it is therefore possible to measure the fluorescence of the N-molecules only. [5] ) is lower than the N index (nN = 1.5823 [5] ), but higher than the H index (nH = 1.3817 [5] ) and only slightly exceeds the mixture index (nM = 1.4578 [6] ). Since the refractive index profile n(z) follows the 4&#x3E;N(z) profile, these conditions amplify the effect': -In the case where only the proximal profile exists, it would affect only slightly the penetration depth 6 and the electric field amplitude of a damped wave. These quantities are chiefly determined by the ns and nM indices. Since they vary slowly with T (even taking into account the nM anomaly in (T -7~*~ [7] , where iJ. ~ 0.11 is the specific heat exponent), no critical divergence could be detected with such a method.
On the contrary, the existence of a long range profile, S(z, ~ ), should greatly increase the path of the light on the medium, the wave being transmitted as long as z zo (where nN(zO) ~ ns. sin i), then completely reflected. Therefore Zo ~&#x3E; ~, and any modifications of the p rofile near Tc will have striking consequences, both on the dimensions of the illuminated volume and the electric field intensity, considerably changing the fluorescence intensity.
3. Results. - We first verified (i) that multiple scattering did not affect the measurements, (ii) that when the laser beam was refracted, both the fluorescence intensity Ii at the point of incidence on the wall-liquid interface and the bulk intensity Iv [8] did not exhibit a critical behaviour (Fig. 3) ; indeed, for T -T~ ~ 0.1 K where the thermal variations of the ns, nN and nM indices can be neglected, Ii and Iv do not vary with temperature [9] .
We have then measured Ie, the intensity of fluorescence close to the wall induced by a guided wave in the refractive index gradient n(z) (i ~ 850 in silica). For T -T~ &#x3E; 0.1 K, le behaves as Ii because of the thermal variations of the refractive indices; in contrast, closer to 7~, we observed an anomalous behaviour for le. On figure 3 (with logarithmic scales), it is clear that the Ie divergence near 7~ may be well described by the power law 1,, ~ (T -Tr) -1. where x ~ 0.15. This exponent cannot be easily related to the other critical exponents since we do not know the exact concentration profile S(z, ~ ), and also because of the complexity of the optical system. Ii (+) : bulk at the point of incidence; le (·) : due to a damped-guided wave (log-log plot). [10] ALLAIN, C., private communication.
